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Overview
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About This Style Guide 

This style guide focuses on the visual identity of the CDPH 
mpox campaign. It covers the core branding elements, 
layout, font, and color palette. 



In addition, there are examples of design and branding 
best practices for digital ad communication touchpoints. 
As such, this style guide is both instructional and functional 
by design.



Consistency is a valuable currency in marketing and 
communications. Investing in the proper application of the 
core visual branding elements related to the CDPH mpox 
campaign will yield greater results in the market, as well as 
build valuable equity for the CDPH brand.
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Primary Colors

Embracing a much more colorful language in our brand 
communications, violet is our resting color. Mpox brand colors 
are organized by primary and secondary bright colors to 
provide additional tone and shades if needed. 
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G: 255


B: 255
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Typography

Century Gothic Pro is used for headlines, subheads, and calls 
to action. Headlines are set in bold and subheads are set in 
regular. Font size is determined by the layout and composition. 
You can find examples of this in the composition section. 

Anyone 

can get mpox.

Learn how it spreads 
and what to do if you 
have symptoms.

Century Gothic Pro

Headline: Set in Century Gothic Bold 

Color: #FAF8F9 

Sub head: Set in Century Gothic Regular

Color: #FAF8F9 

Call to action: set the type in 
Century Gothic Bold White

Color of CTA: #FAF8F9



CTA circumference

no smaller than: 50 px 

no larger than: 100 px 

50 px100 px

Get 
the 
facts. 
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Photography

We have selected photography that represents the priority 
populations, and are appropriate for the channels that they 
are used in. We have included a selection of the photography 
used below. For access to the image library please contact:

cdphcomms@cdph.ca.gov.


General Public



Images show a variety 
of ages, ethnicities and 
body types engaging in 
intimate, skin-to-skin 
contact. 

MSM Messaging



Images show MSM that 
represent a variety of 
ages, ethnicities and 
body types engaging in 
intimate, skin-to-skin 
contact.  
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CDPH Ad Anatomy

The templates are simple in structure and focus on clear 
communication through text and image, with a large 
space dedicated to information and call to action. 

This design system works well in digital or print.

Headline: 


Century Gothic Bold

Sub head: 


Century Gothic Regular

Call to action:

Century Gothic Bold and set in the 
orange CTA button. 

Image: 


Should be croped and  masked as a circle. 

Place the image in the center of the 

background graphic.

Background graphic:


should be behind the image, CTA and message. 

Logo


Logo is set below or to the right and left of 

the message depending on layout.
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CDPH Ad Examples

We respect the message and CTA by giving these assets 
priority in layout. The logo can be placed in any corner with 
appropriate spacing. Image can be cropped if necessary to 
better accommodate the message and CTA. 

300X250 Ad example

160X600 Ad example

320X50 Ad example

In mobile ads, the ad size might be too 
small for an image. Use only the message 
and CTA - even the CDHP logo is secondary 
to the message and CTA. 

If necessary, 
crop the image 
and place the 
CTA where it 
will be seen 
clearly by the 
viewer. 728X90 Ad example
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CDPH Flyer 

The flyer design is created for print at the standard at 8.5” X11”

size. You can download the final document here. 
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Headline: 


Century Gothic Bold


color: #FAF8F9 

Sub head: 


Century Gothic Regular, 
color: #FAF8F9 

Call to action:

Century Gothic Bold 
and set in the color: 
#FAF8F9 

QR Code:

Our default QR Code links to the 
Vaccination section of the Mpox Q&A. You 
can create other QR codes that link to 
pages relevant to your communications if 
necessary.

Logo


Placed in the top right of the 

doccument.

Image: 


Should be croped and 

limited to the allowed size 

of the template. 

Section 2

https://partners.cdph.ca.gov/sites/OOA/MPX-Response/Shared%20Documents/LHJ%20Toolkit/Flyers/2022_12_06_Monkeypox%20(MPX)%20Flyer%20CDPH%20Version.pdf?d=waea3a52e930b4ef0bea448e0adb48c44


Local Health 

Jurisdiction 

Section 2
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To support local health jurisdictions (LHJs) materials were 
created that can be customized with their own images and 
branding for deployment in their local service areas. 



These materials share some characteristics with the CDPH 
mpox campaign materials, but have different layouts to 
differentiate them from the CDPH mpox campaign.

Local Health 

Jurisdiction Ad Overview
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Local Health Jurisdiction Ad Anatomy

CDPH has created a series of ad templates that Local 
Health Jurisdictions (LHJs) can use to create their own 
mpox ads. For access to the customizable ad assets, 
please contact: cdphcomms@cdph.ca.gov.

Headline: 

Century Gothic Bold

color: #FAF8F9 

Sub head: 

Century Gothic Regular, 
color: #FAF8F9 

Call to action:

Century Gothic Bold and set in the color: 
#FAF8F9 

Image: 

Should be croped and limited to the allowed 
size of the template being used. 

Logo

Logo is set below or to the right and left of 
the message depending on layout.
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Local Health Jurisdiction Ad Examples

LHJs will need to take the following steps to create their own 
ads with the templates below.



1) Download the ad templates 
2) Insert their own photography in the space provided 

3) Insert their own logo in the space provided

4) Save jpgs of the templates for use in digital ads

here


300X250 Ad example

160X600 Ad example

320X50 Ad example

In mobile ads, the ad size might be too 
small for an image. Use only the message 
and CTA - even the your logo is secondary 
to the message and CTA. 

Simply replace 
your the 
“placeholder” 
graphic with 
your selected 
image.

728X90 Ad example
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https://partners.cdph.ca.gov/sites/OOA/MPX-Response/Shared%20Documents/LHJ%20Toolkit/Ad%20Templates


Local Health Jurisdiction Flyer Template

LHJs will need to take the following steps to create their own 
ads with the templates below.



1) Download the flyer template 
2) Insert their own photography in the space provided 

3) Insert their own logo in the space provided

4) Print the flyer as a standard 8.5” X 11” document.

here
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Headline: 


Century Gothic Bold


color: #FAF8F9 

Sub head: 


Century Gothic Regular, 
color: #FAF8F9 

Call to action:

Century Gothic Bold 
and set in the color: 
#FAF8F9 

QR Code:

The default QR Code links to the Vaccination 
section of the Mpox Q&A. LHJs can create QR 
codes that link to pages relevant to Their 
Campaigns.

Logo


Replace with your logo

Image: 


Should be croped and 

limited to the allowed size 

of the template.

Section 2

https://partners.cdph.ca.gov/sites/OOA/MPX-Response/Shared%20Documents/LHJ%20Toolkit/Flyers
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